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University Of Chicago Press, 2006. Book Condition: New. Brand New, Unread Copy in Perfect
Condition. A+ Customer Service! Summary: Preface 1. The divine root being conceived, the origin
appears; The moral nature cultivated, the Great Dao is born. 2. Having fully awakened to Bodhi's
wondrous truths, Cut Mara, return to the root, and fuse the primal spirit. 3. The Four Seas and the
Thousand Mountains all bow to submit; From Ninefold Darkness ten species' names are removed. 4.
Appointed as a Bima, how could he be content?; Named Equal to Heaven, he's still unpacified. 5.
Disrupting the Peach Festival, the Great Sage steals elixir; With revolt in Heaven, many gods try to
seize the fiend. 6. Guanyin, attending the banquet, inquires into the affair; The Little Sage, exerting
his power, subdues the Great Sage. 7. From the Eight Trigrams Brazier the Great Sage escapes;
Beneath the Five Phases Mountain, Mind Monkey is stilled. 8. Our Sovereign Buddha makes
scriptures to impart ultimate bliss; Guanyin receives the decree to go up to Chang'an. 9. Chen
Guangrui, going to his post, meets disaster; Monk River Float, avenging his parents, repays their
kindness. 10. The Old Dragon King, in foolish schemes, transgresses Heaven's...
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ReviewsReviews

The publication is great and fantastic. Sure, it is enjoy, nevertheless an interesting and amazing literature. You will not truly feel monotony at at any
moment of your own time (that's what catalogues are for concerning when you request me).
-- Fa bia n B a shir ia n DDS-- Fa bia n B a shir ia n DDS

A really great publication with lucid and perfect reasons. I have read through and i am confident that i am going to gonna read yet again yet again down
the road. It is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- Ca de Nola n-- Ca de Nola n
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